
 



Cast of Characters (30) 
 

SHERBERT BONES   The World’s Greatest Detective.* 
 
GINNY GATCHU   Sharp and ambitious reporter. 
 
RIP VANWINK   A cheeky photographer. 
 
DR. DOOHICKEY   Absentminded inventor and detective. 
 
WIDGET DOOHICKEY  Dr. D’s teenager, an acerbic wit. 
 
CLAIR(E) V. OYANT  Flamboyant, psychic detective. 
 
MS./MR. MARBLE/BISCUIT Sweet old detective, and dog.** 
 
VELMA/SCOOBS   A nervous teen detective. 
 
NANCY/DREW   A perky teen detective. 
 
TRIXIE/BELDEN   A sassy teen detective. 
 
BOOBOO    A ghost with focus issues. 
 
SPOOKITY    A ghost, full of joy and afterlife.  
 
CREEPERS    A ghost, with nerves of soap. 
 
HAUNTY    A ghost, of the cranky variety. 
 
SHEETS    A fake ghost. BASKERVILLE in disguise. 
 
GEEBES    The perfect butler.* 
 
ERMA     A servant—ready for some fun. 
 
EDWARD    A servant—does not enjoy fun. 
 
EGBERT    A servant—on the snooty side. 
 
EDNA PINKERTON   Undercover Security and comedian. 
 
EDWINA PINKERTON  Undercover Security and comedian. 
 
MAUDE/MYCROFT   Super Fan—sneezy, but sharp. 
 
ZELDA/ZEKE   Super Fan—loves the paranormal.  



DORCAS/DOYLE   Super Fan—on a weird wavelength. 
 
PORTIA LEE THEYRE  Super Fan—speaks in mystery titles. 
 
SCARY GROUNDSKEEPER  Scary. Very. 
 
HIGHTOWER    Head Security—not a bright penny. 
 
TACKLEBERRY   Security—one french fry short. 
 
ROSCOE    Security—a boat with no oars.  
 
CLETUS    Security—sharp as a doughnut. 
 
 
 
 
*SHERBERT BONES and GEEBES are disguised as each other in scenes 1 – 
6. In these scenes, the actor playing SHERBERT BONES reads the lines 
for “GEEBES”. The actor playing GEEBES reads the lines for “SHERBERT 
BONES”.  
 
After the reveal in scene 7, the characters are written as SHERBERT 
BONES/GEEBES through the end of the play as they are no longer in 
disguise. 
 
**BISCUIT is a puppet or stuffed animal operated and voiced by MS./MR. 
MARBLE.  The less believable the better. 
 
 
A note on casting 
SHERBERT BONES should be cast as female or female identifying. GINNY, 
GEEBES, EDNA, EDWINA, and PORTIA should be played by female or non-
binary identifying actors. If adjusting names is right for your 
production, please use GINNY/GIN,EDNA/ED, EDWINA/EDDY. 
 
All other roles may be adjusted as appropriate to actor or character 
interpretation.  
 
Get A Clue Club Kids and Super Fans have two different names one 
traditionally feminine, one neutral – choose which you like! 
 
Feel free to change pronouns as necessary. 
 
Customized cast sizes also available from 30-16 actors. For more 
information email pinkllamadramaplays@gmail.com 


